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e trip to Kashipur in Rayagada, Orissa was to see what were the possible
ways for SELCO as a technology provider to work with Agragamee, which is
based in Kashipur. is note tries to provide an overview of the observations
that I made during my very brief visit to Agragamee.

During this visit, five villages were visited – Mandibisi, which is an admin-
istrative H.Q, Lower Rasijhiri, Peepalpadar, Balliguda and Haliasahi. Due to the
extremely inhomogenous nature the selements here – each having as many
things in common as different with the other – my observations would necessar-
ily be biased by my sample set. is note tries to outline what I understood to be
the ways in which everyday life is struured.

 Geography
Situated in the Eastern Ghats, the terrain is an almost continuous swell and ebb
of land with relatively flat terrain very hard to find. Rainfall is in the -
millimeter range, though highly non-uniform due to the terrain. e main mon-
soon occurs here during the ‘forward’ phase from July to September with isolated
conveive showers in the early summer months of March and April.

Soil is of the red laterite variety whose presence on steep mountain slopes
disappears almost immediately with the removal of native vegetation. However,
its appearance changes dramatically with the inclusion of manure, becoming
grainier in texture and less compaed.

Water sources here include both groundwater and perennial streams from the
mountains, though it remains to be seen given the deforestation that has occured
in certain areas, how long these can be perennial. e vegetation is presently





Figure : Soil

Figure : Soil on a cale track





Figure : Landscape around the (seriously!) State Highway

very scanty on the hills, consisting mainly of grasses and shrubs. is seems to
be in contrast with two decades ago, when tigers roamed these areas. Most of
the forest degradation has happened, not surprisingly, in areas close to human
habitation and roads linking the forest to urban centres of Rayagada and Koraput
(where wood is used as fuel and for furniture). Most of the wildlife around seems
to have retreated to the more interior, denser forests.

e best way to move around for shorter distances (which can be very long
by normal standards –  to  km) is by walk, the next best thing are the jeeps
and traors which ply from larger human centres like Kashipur and the best for
certain destinations is the train.

 Demography, Society
Consistent with the geography, which allows for very few places favorable to
human habitation, the villages here are few and far between.e villages are sep-
arated by distances of around  km. As is common with selements in regions
where moving from one area to another is not easy (like Kerala or Coorg), soci-





Figure : Transporting wares to nearby markets

Figure : Common sight in the area





Figure : Village in the hills

eties are vertically (rather than horizontally) integrated, with each village having
to adapt to the peculiarities of its own particular niche in the mountains. us,
economic aivities are not of a similar charaer, with some villages concentrat-
ing on Mahua, others on hill broom grasses, and others on mango or tamarind
and yet others on agricultural produs.

A typical village consists of - households, mainly dependent on agricul-
ture (with ritual hunting once a year).e houses are closely spaced, giving larger
opportunity for interaion and gossip. Most work, be it domestic, farming, fire-
wood colleion or anything else is done mainly be the women, who also seem
to have a larger say in domestic economic maers.

Lack of proper medical infrastruure due to the impossible terrain implies
that mortality rates are high, mainly due to consumption of biologically con-
taminated water causing diarrhoea and high infant mortality rates. e sex ratio
shows a higher proportion of females to males.

Seasonal migration during the dry seasons to various parts of India seem
to be common, with migration being one of the few exclusively male domains
(along with hunting). NREGA and other income generation aivities taken up
by Agragamee seem to have reduced this, but with migration sometimes adding
to social status, this is unlikely to stop completely.





Figure : Lower Kesijhiri, with their dongar (village commons) land in the back-

ground

 Food, Drink and Energy
Most aivity in this area seems to revolve around trying to grow enough to sur-
vive the dry season. However, due to the inevitable indebtness that comes with
conta with a money-based economy, some of the produce goes toward paying
back debts which normally leaves the villagers without their staple food for upto
three months in the year. At this time, eating all sorts of wild fruits, tubers, leaves
is resorted to. Unfortunately, this is also the diarrhoea season, and the combina-
tion of undernourishment and baerial exposure tends to be fatal.

As mentioned before, there is very lile land that is suitable for agriculture,
most of close to the streams that abound in this region where rice is grown. e
hill slopes are used to cultivate ragi, but the combination of ploughing and rain
ensures very lile of the topsoil remains aer a few years, aer which it looks
almost impossible to grow anything here. Rice is grown in the stream beds itself,
with the stream itself being terraced into fields.

Goats, cale and chickens are also reared for meat (not milk, surprisingly)
and these along with ragi, rice and colleion of some forest produce tends to
consist of the major diet in the area. As with anywhere else, alcohol is a perennial
male favorite which is brewed locally using mahua, rice, cashew, and preymuch
anything else that can be brewed to make alcohol. e main preparation is rice
boiled and mixed with ragi powder to form a kind of a porridge. Cooking begins





Figure : ‘Distress Food’ (euphemism for ‘Are you kidding me?’)

Figure : Stream bed cultivation





Figure : Hill slope cultivation

around . PM, but the interiors of the kitchens are already quite dark, and so
kerosene lamps are used for lighting. Most lighting beyond sunset is kerosene
based.

emain energy sources remain humans, cale and firewood.Women tend to
do an exceedingly large proportion of the work, with cale being used for tilling
(where there are enough plain lands) and firewood for cooking. In areas where
elerification has happened with PV or microhydro, the energy is used mainly
for lighting and income generating aivities like leaf and oil presses and does
not seem to be used for domestic labor saving devices.

 Economy, Markets
Any economic aivity builds up on the daily aivities of people, like those listed
above, and there are no exceptions here. Since the focus is mainly on subsistence,
all economic aivities are subservient to that main focus. us, forest produce is
colleed mainly for individual consumption and the excess is sold, food grains
are almost never sold except under conditions of distress and the same goes for
goats and chickens. Interaionwith amoney-based economy is mediated by very
few types of agents – the Mahila Mandals and the merchants who drive by vil-
lages colleing their produce. e inability to intera with external centres of





Figure : Cooking

Figure : Tilling implements





economic aivity due to transport and communication issues ensures an almost
complete lack of awareness of amounts they receive vis-a-vis what it is sold for
in, say, Rayagada, or the usefulness of value addition.

However, considering that any new aivity to be taken up will again be by
women, one must be sensitive to their already heavy work schedules and how
new aivity will affe their lives.

Two non-economic prerequisites for the smooth funioning of amarket econ-
omy that are oen overlooked are stable property rights (private, public or com-
mon) and capacity to enforce contras. Agragameewill appreciate thismore than
most since it is precisely on these two faors that a lot of their struggles have re-
volved. ese are normally looked aer by the State, but here it either ignores its
funion or aively subverts it. us, it is not surprising that economic aivity
in this region runs more on the lines of the Wild West ‘winner take all’ model as
opposed to a normally funioning market economy. e successful large scale
hill broom sales aivity in Mandibisi have been made possible only because of
decades of struggle for these faors. All other ‘market imperfeions’ such as in-
formation asymmetry have to be addressed only aer these fundamental issues
have been sorted out, which given the current political environment in Kashipur
will take time.

us, any aempt to put into place ‘sustainable market-based approaches’
must bewary of the ground situation andmust be based on a realistic assessement
of the presence of stable property rights (like those obtained by the villages under
the Forest Rights A) and reliable intermidiaries (like cooperatives or organic
marketing initiatives).

Any aempt to introduce exotic crops to cater to urbanmarkets such as condi-
ments and new vegetables/fruits must be wary of the fa that quality control
demands from large scale purchasers leads to high investments which tends to
lock in local communities to economic struures over which they cannot exer-
cise any effeive control. e examples of such situations are the ITC e-choupal
and Reliance Fresh, amongmany others.us, ensuring adaptability of local com-
munities to changing economic conditions is as important as adapting them to
present economic conditions.




